SCUF Gaming Unveils Its First Gaming Headset, The SCUF
H1, Customizable To Your Style
ATLANTA, GA December 9, 2020 — SCUF Gaming, innovator and creator of the highperformance gaming controller category and subsidiary of Corsair Gaming, Inc.
(NASDAQ:CRSR) (“CORSAIR”), has unveiled the new SCUF H1 customizable wired
gaming headset. Based on the design and technology of the award-winning CORSAIR
VIRTUOSO headset, the H1 is customizable and tailored for competitive gamers who prefer
the zero-latency provided by a wired headset.

The SCUF H1’s lightweight design is fully configurable and built for comfort, with immersive
sound and a high-resolution interchangeable microphone to make crucial callouts that can
be the difference between a victory or a loss. Every rustle of footsteps in a grassy field and
every far-off missile strike is delivered with clear fidelity, almost doubling the audio frequency
of most gaming headsets.
The H1 is the result of a collaboration with new parent company CORSAIR, which acquired
SCUF Gaming in 2019. Building on SCUF’s heritage of customization, comfort, and
performance, the H1 is available in two base colors with dozens of customizable features so
players can express their style and even match their headset design to their favorite SCUF
controller. Features include:







High-bandwidth microphone with a removable and universal headphone jack
provides wide dynamic range and superb vocal clarity (uni-directional or omnidirectional options available)
Speaker tags allow for easy customization to keep your style fresh (30+ design
options available)
Premium memory foam earpads deliver long-lasting comfort for long gaming
sessions (Synthetic leather or hybrid options available)
Precision-tuned 50mm high-density neodymium speaker drivers deliver clear, highquality sound in the heat of battle
Adjustable, synthetic leather headband conforms to the shape of your head
In-line volume control allows you to make on-the-fly adjustments without distracting
you from your game

“We created the H1 to pair flawless audio quality with play-all-day comfort,” said Duncan
Ironmonger, CEO and Founder of SCUF Gaming. “The H1 is a natural extension of the
controller and continues our legacy of combining performance and customization. Gamers

can customize their H1 to get the look and feel that they want, with the lightweight design
engineered for competitive gaming so players can wear it for hours without thinking twice.”
SCUF H1 is compatible with any device equipped with a 3.5mm headphone port or with a
3.5mm adapter, including controllers for current and next generation consoles, smartphones,
tablets, and PCs.
The SCUF H1, starting at $129.99, is available to configure and purchase on
scufgaming.com/h1.
About SCUF Gaming:
SCUF Gaming®, innovator and creator of high-performance gaming controllers, provides
superior accessories and customized gaming controllers for console and PC that are used
by top professional gamers as well as casual gamers. Built to specification, SCUF
controllers offer a number of functional and design features custom built to increase hand
use and improve gameplay. SCUF controller features are covered by 122 granted patents
and designs, and another 52 pending patent applications, focusing on four key areas of a
controller: the back control functions and handles, the trigger control mechanisms, the
thumbstick control area and the side-mounted configurable SaxTM button placements. In
December 2019, SCUF Gaming was acquired by CORSAIR, and remains a separate brand
within CORSAIR.
For additional information about SCUF Gaming, please visit scufgaming.com or follow us on
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitch, or Snapchat.
About CORSAIR:
CORSAIR (NASDAQ:CRSR) is a leading global developer and manufacturer of highperformance gear and technology for gamers, content creators, and PC enthusiasts. From
award-winning PC components and peripherals, to premium streaming equipment and smart
ambient lighting, CORSAIR delivers a full ecosystem of products that work together to
enable everyone, from casual gamers to committed professionals, to perform at their very
best.
CORSAIR also includes subsidiary brands Elgato, which provides premium studio
equipment and accessories for content creators, SCUF Gaming, which builds customdesigned controllers for competitive gamers, and ORIGIN PC, a builder of custom gaming
and workstation desktop PCs and laptops.
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